Mutation, selection, and functional repair in formyl peptide receptor genes: a view on the selection processes occurring in this gene subfamily.
Formyl peptides (FPs) released by some bacteria are powerful chemoattractants and activators of granulocytes, monocytes, and macrophages, acting through the members of a subfamily of specific seven-transmembrane G-protein-coupled formyl peptide receptors (FPRs), which are expressed only in mammals. Upon stimulation, granulocytes chemotactically move towards sites of maximal FP concentration, and release different bactericidal lytic enzymes and reactive oxygen species (ROI). In some instances, such as ischemia/reperfusion, the proinflammatory mediators released by the injured tissues and the intestinal bacteria and endotoxins, which may permeate across the damaged mucosal barrier, prime the inflowing granulocytes for an enhanced ROI production, resulting in severe damage to the host tissues. In this investigation 16 representative FPR and FPR-like mRNAs were selected to study the pattern of mutation/conservation of the individual nucleotides (nt) in the coding sequences. Mutations occur in 56.7%, 46.4%, and 87.5 % of cases in the first, second, and third nt, respectively, of the coding triplets. A probabilistic analysis demonstrated a significant nonrandom linkage between mutations in the first and second nt. Furthermore, the triplets that are variously double-mutated in the first two nt code, on average, for more hydrophobic amino acids (AA) in the transmembrane segments and more hydrophilic AA in the external and intracytoplasmic segments, thus preserving the general structure of the receptor. The authors hypothesize that when in one of the first two nt a mutation leading to a nonfunctioning protein product occurred, the mutated gene was eventually eliminated; however, a second mutation occurring in the other previously unmutated nt may have led to a protein product that is compatible with functional activity, although mutated in one (noncritical) AA. Such double mutations effecting a "functional repair" have thus survived and are retained among the extant sequences. Moreover, the combined mutation of all three nt in coding triplets occurs with a significantly higher than random frequency and this finding may be interpreted in a similar way.